two features of Morrison's maternal ethics: her preoccupation "with subjects on the threshold of being-emerging, protolinguistic subjects" and with "women who have little or no legal protection, characters who are always already located in the space of 'wilderness' (Morrison's term) or in the space of ethics." Arguing that "wilderness and ethics" are nearly interchangeable in Morrison's fiction "because ethics emerges, as many thinkers have reminded us, precisely when and where established legal and moral codes fail to comprehend and protect," Morgenstern focuses on Morrison's A Mercy (2008) to explore what she terms a distinctly maternal gift that the mother can give the child-a message (even if not fully received) that might become the foundation for new formations of ethics and subjectivity. Jean Wyatt's essay "The Economic Grotesque and the Critique of Capitalism in Toni Morrison's Tar Baby" also turns to the ways bodies and subjectivities are imprinted. Wyatt's focus, however, is how capitalism contributes to this scripting. Wyatt argues that Tar Baby (1981) uses a specific mode-satire-to attack capitalism and suggests that the novel creates an economic grotesque that saturates consciousness and distorts thinking and feeling. Wyatt's Marxian analysis allows her to highlight an important historical dimension of Tar Baby in which the poverty of African slaves imported to work the Caribbean sugar plantations can be linked to the contemporary economic situation of African Americans and African Caribbeans who inhabit the novel's island setting. Wyatt also foregrounds elements of playfulness and satire in the novel that have a serious purpose: "Tar Baby's wide-ranging critique targets the ways individual engagement in capitalism deforms self-image, sexual desire, and love; and on a more global level, the novel suggests the ways that capitalism has disadvantaged black people and harmed natural ecosystems through the centuries."
In "Disease, Disability, and the Alien Body in the Literature of Sui Sin Far," Jennifer Barager Sibara also considers a biopolitical dimension of the scripting of ethnic bodies. More specifically, her essay focuses on how scientific and medical discourses in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries characterized Chinese and other Asian immigrants as threats to public health and how the writings of Sui Sin Far undermine this depiction by showing that racial discrimination renders the Chinese in North America vulnerable to illness and disability. Sui Sin Far therefore reconfigures "illness and disability as signs of imperialist violence rather than as symptoms of racial contamination." For her female characters, disability also creates possibilities beyond heterosexual marriage and motherhood. By bringing illness to the center of her fiction, Barager Sibara argues, Sui Sin Far rescripts the sentimental literary tradition so that it elucidates the intersection of racism, sexism, and disability. In so doing, she imagines possibilities for survival for her female characters that exist beyond the tight bonds of ethnic, gendered, and ableist scripts that have previously delimited them. Jinny Huh's essay "Detecting Winnifred Eaton" turns to how Sui Sin Far's sister Winnifred Eaton (Onoto Watanna) uses a different lens-racial ambiguityto create alternative subjectivities for her female characters. Rereading Eaton's texts through the trope of detection and the apprehensions produced by detection's failure, especially the fear of racial passing, Huh argues that "Eaton responded to white European America's increasing racial anxieties and demands for detection-the central practice in detective fiction-with narratives of undetection." While detective fiction generally relied on conventional racial knowledge and boundaries between the races, Huh argues that Eaton transgresses these boundaries: "As a biracial woman performing ethnic passing, Eaton interrogated these strict racial borders while simultaneously accentuating the constant insecurities and anxieties fostered by undetection-knowing but not revealing." In so doing, Eaton illustrates the need for the inclusion of Asian American subjectivities within US culture and within its literary modes, genres, and formations.
Physical difference and its possible rescription are also the focus of Amanda Dykema's "Embodied Knowledges: Synesthesia and the Archive in Monique Truong's Bitter in the Mouth." Truong's novel focuses on a Vietnamese American woman named Linda who is a synesthete-words have specific tastes to her, so that when she hears the word crazy, for example, she has the sensation of consuming heavy cream. These word-taste conjunctions are catalogued as Linda-who is adopted-searches for the truth about her origins. Dykema postulates that Linda's bodily difference allows her to create an embodied archive that negotiates the complex histories of violence, trauma, and racial formation that structure her identity. Using the trope of the archive-defined in this essay not as specific places of documentation but as general meaning-making systems-Dykema argues that "[a]nalysis of the synesthetic archive represented in Truong's novel allows us to denaturalize the link between the body and knowledge-as-archive that characterizes the archive's work of world-making. Doing so reveals the archive's complicity in flattening difference under the politico-economic regimes of liberal and neoliberal multiculturalism." Dykema suggests that a multivalent and embodied archive such as that created by the synesthete might allow for a rearticulation of difference and ambiguity as productive modes of inquiry.
Of course, physical difference and its rearticulation are not only the concerns of ethnic women writers, yet the scripts with which male bodies are sometimes encumbered differ in significant ways from those imprinted onto female bodies. Violence, for example, is often associated with the ethnic male body, as several of the essays in this issue illustrate. In "The Efficacy of Humor in Sherman Alexie's Flight: Violence, Vulnerability, and the Post-9/11 World," Joseph L. Coulombe considers how Alexie's novel Flight (2007) expands the historical context for understanding the attacks of September 11, 2001 by transporting its narrator Zits to a variety of violent events. When Zits opens fire in the lobby of a bank, he literally becomes unstuck in time, but Alexie uses these time jumps to reveal connections between different acts of violence within the context of US and Native history. Alexie "prompts readers to reconsider events such as 9/11, challenging them to reject formulaic responses that escalate violence, isolate people, and exacerbate trauma"; Flight therefore "broadens the way that readers think about global violence and fosters understanding between ostensibly different peoples." Coulombe also argues that Flight manifests a change in Alexie's treatment of humor: for Zits, humor functions as a rhetoric that approximates violence, as he uses it to defend himself against physical, emotional, and rhetorical threats intensified by his marginal status. However, this use of violent humor only contributes to the cycles of violence that the novel as a whole condemns.
The imprinting of violence onto ethnic bodies sometimes comes from within the ethnic community itself, as Christopher B. Patterson's essay "The Filipino American in Spaces of Liberal Tolerance: Satire and Reciprocity in Peter Bacho's Cebu" illuminates. The central character in Bacho's novel Cebu (1991) -Ben Lucero-is a Filipino American Catholic priest who makes his first trip to the Philippines to bury his deceased mother; there, Ben witnesses extensive religious and political violence. Back home in Seattle, he also observes cycles of revenge and violence in the migrant Filipino community. Instead of locating the causes of violence within poverty, imperialism, or racism, Ben understands violence as inherent in Filipino culture; hatred and killing become characteristic of Filipino subjectivity. As Patterson argues, "to continue a narrative of liberal tolerance that always posits the United States as the bastion of multiculturalism, Ben must locate violence within the migrant's choice to retain a particularly intolerable cultural form of behavior rather than within the political sphere, concluding at last that it is up to the individual Filipino to overcome his intolerable way of life." Bacho's novel enables comprehension of liberal tolerance as an ideological formation that reads violence as a cultural characteristic to be contained. Patterson ultimately perceives Cebu as a social satire criticizing dis-identification with recent migrants evident among Filipino Americans who are struggling to become a model minority.
In "'We unman ourselves': Colonial and Mohegan Manhood in the Writings of Samson Occom," Peter L. Bayers analyzes a much earlier era in which ethnic male bodies are also scripted and rescripted: the colonial period. The construction of manhood in Occom's writings is a central concern; moving between Anglo-American and Mohegan cultures, Occom strategically shapes his rhetoric to meet colonial expectations of manhood, yet he does not abandon Algonquian masculine norms. Bayers argues that "[a]t times Occom's use of colonial discourse was adaptive: he claimed colonial masculine discourse to serve a distinctly Mohegan end. But, more often than not, Occom's writings make it clear that he shaped his manhood within established cultural norms of Mohegan masculinity, particularly as a male of considerable status within his tribe and the wider Algonquian community." Occom's writings therefore reflect a complex, purposeful, and hybrid refashioning of both Anglo-American and Mohegan scripts of masculinity.
As we see with Occom, writing becomes a tool to rescript racialized identities. Indeed, art and aesthetics often play a key role in the revision of both corporeality and subjectivity. Daniel Barlow examines the way another art form-music-can be employed textually to create modes of criticism that rescript racialized texts. In "Literary Ethnomusicology and the Soundscape of Jean Toomer's Cane," Barlow underscores Cane's historical significance as a record of African American music. Defining literary ethnomusicology as both practice and product, he argues that "Cane forms, through its textual embodiment of music, a narratorial architecture, indeed a montage, of traumatic suffering, yearning for liberation, and cultural modernization." Toomer's desire to preserve black Southern folk music drives the aesthetic form of Cane, which can be read not only as "an ethnomusicological record of endangered folkways" but also as a "critique of the pervasiveness of metropolitan modernity across several twentieth-century US locales." Toomer's use of African American music functions as an incisive mode of exploration that might rescript historical trauma and suggest new forms of critical racial praxis.
Our cover image for this issue, from the Carl Van Vechten Photographs Collection at the Library of Congress, speaks eloquently to the complexity with which various aesthetic forms-music, literature, and photography-have been used to rescript images of ethnic subjects. Many of Van Vechten's portrait photographs of African American artists archly and ironically reflect on the process of scripting ethnic subjectivity. Hooded, masked, and costumed, the photographs have a deliberative and self-conscious quality, as if the subject himself or herself knows the pose, the poise, and the posture he or she must hold. The individuals pictured seem all too aware of the vast iconography of embodied and stereotyped imagery that surrounds them, and yet they may also transcend this iconography through mimicry of the performative scripts that would contain them. For instance, the cover photograph-of actress and singer Pearl Bailey in her costume from the musical St. Louis Woman (1946)-scripts Bailey into the somewhat stereotypical role of barmaid, even as it seeks to refashion this image. The stasis of Bailey's figure, the placement of her fingers in an open grasp containing nothing, the paint on her lips, and even the deliberately arranged Queen of Hearts playing cards in the background suggest an attempt to make of her character something more than a stereotype. Like the texts discussed in our current issue, then, Portrait of Pearl Bailey, St. Louis Woman cites the scripting of ethnic body and subjectivity but also transcends this imprint through its conscious allusion to aesthetics, artifice, performance, and rescription. 
